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Abstract. Modelling conceptually abstract social mechanisms generally raises 

questions of empirical and ontological correspondence. Modelling (path de-

pendent) dynamics of interorganisational networks is thus challenging. The ina-

bility to observe certain empirical phenomena while unfolding and the addition-

al lack of readily available mathematical network measure data requires a new 

empirical approach. I report on how I conducted a qualitative case study of two 

embedded cases in the smartphone industry using a diversity of data sources for 

grounding a theory-driven simulation model. Subsequently, I explain how these 

empirical foundations affected model implementation and key results, and I 

conclude with a reflection on how qualitative case studies can help underpin the 

simulation of emergent network dynamics. 
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1 Introduction & Background 

1.1 Research interest 

Organisations rely on productive relationships with other organisations to pursue their 

diverse objectives. Such connections have been characterised as ‘interorganisational 

networks’ when the interrelations exceed the most basic, dyadic level [1]. These net-

works often become more formalised and are then referred to as ‘alliances’ [2], [3] of 

three or often more members. Scholars have traditionally characterised interorganisa-

tional networks and alliances as inherently flexible [4]. More recently, the literature 

argues, however, that there is also a dark flip side to these social structures as they 

may become overly stable over time and can then ‘entrap’ [5] member organisations 

in the network in which they are embedded [6]. This can heavily reduce organisa-

tions’ strategic flexibility, often to their detriment or at least great costs e.g. in turbu-

lent times [7]–[13]. Examples of cases where lock-ins to interorganisational alliances 

have been reflected in the (often better known) lock-ins into certain technological 

choices such as e.g., Qwerty vs. Dvorak, VHS vs. beta, Blu-Ray vs. HD-DVDS etc. 

 

Phenomena of increasingly reduced alternative courses of action and rigid social 

structures resulting in lock-ins have been described as (organisational) path depend-
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ence [14]. This three-phase theory identifies three key features that result in important 

research challenges: a) that agents are not (fully), aware of and are not (fully) in con-

trol of the situation in which seemingly small events lead to their option space nar-

rows down over time and culminating in a critical juncture [14]; b) the reduced option 

space is owed to the workings of one or several combined positive feedback mecha-

nisms, sometimes referred to as ‘self-reinforcing’ after the point at which agents cer-

tainly lost control [15]; and c) the negative situation of lock-in arises which can no 

longer “easily be escaped”[16]. Figure 1 below depicts the three-stage model of or-

ganisational path dependence: 

 

 

Fig. 1. Organisational path dependence [14] 

1.2 Research challenges  

Studying path dependence phenomena in general, and particularly those in interorgan-

isational networks, results in formidable research challenges that lead to strong indi-

cations for using agent-based social simulation models. 

First, the study of path dependence phenomena is often only possible in their final 

situation, i.e. after the lock-in has occurred since it is at this point that it becomes 

clear (at least from an external observer’s point of view) that the situation has turned 

negative [16]. Such post-hoc analyses might not be problematic for studying path 

dependence phenomena in principle, but they limit researchers’ ability to study the 

phenomenon in vitro and thus restrict identifying how precisely such a process is 

unfolding. It can therefore be difficult for empirical agents that are becoming en-

trapped in a lock-in situation to reflect upon that very situation while entering it. Since 

the situation is by its very definition undesirable, agents would well have sought to 

prevent it from happening had they been aware, thus never becoming locked-in in the 

first place. 

Second the positive feedback loops responsible for path dependence lock-ins (e.g. 

adaptive expectations, learning effects, complementarity effects, coordination effects, 

etc [14]) do, at least to some extent, develop behind actors backs without being neces-

sarily identifiable or remediable. It is thus challenging to observe or enquire with 

subjects in empirical contexts about the workings of such mechanisms. 
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Third, networks constituted by dynamic, multi-directional and often multiplex ties 

are by their very nature already complex enough to analyse. It is possible to collect 

empirical social network data to inform network simulations in restricted settings such 

as classrooms (see e.g. [17]) or online social networks between people [18]. However, 

in settings in which organisations are of interest, it is much more difficult since in 

organisations different (and changing) people and different organisational units might 

have a diversity of connections, even at different times (e.g. [19], [20]). 

1.3 Agent-based modelling  

In order to study the workings of social mechanisms [21] at play during the devel-

opment of interorganisational network path dependence and the structures arising 

from it, the need arises for a formal, i.e. agent-based social simulation, model that 

enables the study of the complexity of the processes [22] and the emergent structures 

[23] arising in interorganisational networks over time. Such a simulation model can 

serve as a “a theoretical experiment that mediates between observations of the phe-

nomenon and natural language descriptions” [24] in that it allows for, and requires a 

suitable representation of the micro-macro causal linkages [25] under study. The 

study of path dependence phenomena can especially benefit from the usage of simula-

tion because the method enables theory development [26] regarding the foundations 

of the mechanisms at play in path dependent processes [16], which is, of course, of 

key interest. 

The process of creating a simulation requires the initially verbal, and subsequently 

specific formal description of a phenomenon under study, and its ‘translation’ into 

software code. Forcing researchers to explicate and specify the workings of abstract 

theoretical concepts, is, of course, beneficial for theory development.  

However, validating an agent-based social simulation model not just conceptually, 

but also empirically has been noted to prove rather difficult [27], and this applies even 

more so to models of (social) network components and dynamics [28]. Many simula-

tion models simply treat network structures as a ‘given’ and also fixed input and pre-

scribe e.g. mathematical parameters such as a scale-free topology [29] or the degree 

of centralisation ex-ante or, alternatively, they pre-define agents’ connection behav-

iour by using mechanisms such as the well-known preferential attachment [30]. 

The research interest in this study, however, lies on observing network structures 

as they emerge rather than predetermining them, and also on understanding the condi-

tion under which these networks tend to stabilise so as to potentially lock-in their 

members. Therefore, the focus needs to lie on studying how the “structure of the 

agent population depends upon emergent social processes.”[31]. Moreover, since we 

are dealing with interorganisational networks rather than individuals’ social connec-

tions, one cannot assume that connections are made in a serendipitous fashion but 

rather with some form of intent and expectation of that relation being beneficial, 

which requires a representation in agents’ modelled networking behaviour. Further-

more, given that the network structures of organisations develop behind these agents 

collective backs, using empirical mathematical network structural data for empirical 
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validation [28] appears to be a fruitless avenue, even if this data, of course, theoreti-

cally exists. 

Hence, questions then arise regarding how precisely agent make their decisions to 

connect with others, what information they base their decisions on, and what might 

lead them to disconnect or even leave a network altogether. Since the different types 

of network structure arising from agents’ networking activities are of key interest 

here, it is important to gain a clear understanding of motivations, criteria, and deci-

sion-making models for providing a suitable decision context from which network 

structures can then emerge in the simulation model. Thus arises the need for a deep 

conceptual and empirical grounding, not only for studying the outcomes of potentially 

path dependent dynamics in interorganisational networks of interest herein, but most 

importantly for learning about and operationalising the mechanisms and conditions 

leading to such potentially overly stable structures so as to allow for model construc-

tion. 

2 Laying the foundations through qualitative research 

Building a social simulation model requires the operationalization and specification of 

variables and processes and translating these into executable model code for experi-

mentation. Since measures of variables used in many quantitative network modelling 

approaches are neither available nor readily applicable to present research interests, a 

different study of empirical network study is required for gaining an empirical 

grounding. Some scholars approach grounding their model in empirics through an 

ethnographic approach [32], or in grounded theory [33] research [34], but this can 

lead to issues if a study of meaning-making becomes very complex and might yield 

low insight into a phenomenon [35], thus making it difficult to strike a ‘lagom’ bal-

ance between realism and parsimony. 

Case studies can be used as a means of developing theory and thus also serve well 

for model building [36], and the study of (whole) networks through qualitative empir-

ical data collection and analysis approaches has been suggested [37] and been suc-

cessfully implemented using e.g. observations and interviews [38]. Drawing from 

several information sources is important in qualitative empirical approaches since the 

diversity of sources allows for the triangulation of findings [39]. Eisenhardt [40] sug-

gests an 8-step process for case study research with the purpose of conceptual devel-

opment, which this research follows, with some deviations for brevity of presentation. 

The definition of the research question/interest and prior discussion of theoretical 

constructs (step 1) were developed above and elsewhere [13]. The subsequent steps 

are the selection of cases through theoretical sampling and the development of suita-

ble data collection and analysis methods. 

The present research studies interorganisational networks as the core social struc-

ture of interest with a focus on identifying stabilisation tendencies of these structures 

in terms of path dependent interorganisational alliances. This requires a case in a con-

text that exhibits the general properties allowing for networks such as industry alli-

ances to emerge, and that has the potential for learning from several agents’ perspec-
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tive about motives, connection behaviour, and the network dynamics at work. A suit-

able case was found in the smartphone operating systems’ market which serves as the 

overall case, with two identified embedded sub-cases [41] a) Open Handset Alliance – 

and industry alliance established in 2007 by Google around its Android operating 

system and platform – and b) Symbian Foundation – a similar network founded in 

response in 2008 around the now-defunct operating system Symbian by its hub-firm 

Nokia. Case b) can serves as the theoretical replication of the former which overall 

allows a study design with two embedded subcases to follow a beneficial “most simi-

lar”, i.e. contrasting research design [41]. 

In terms of crafting instruments (Eisenhardt’s step 3) and entering the field (step 

4), the study uses a combination of an extensive press article analysis, participant 

observation at several industry events, and three field experts were interviewed for 

triangulation in a semi-structured manner that allows for being more conceptually 

informed than purely narrative interviews. Table 1 below summarises all collected 

data, including sources and time frames: 

Table 1. Case study database 

Type of data Number, sources Time-frames 

Press articles 
3180 from 8 sources,  

through Lexis Nexis database 
Feb 2000-Mar 2011 

Conference 

observations 
55 observed conference sessions Jun 2009-Jun 2010 

Interviews 3 expert interviews for triangulation Jan 2009-Jun 2010 

 

Interview data were transcribed, observations were noted down on paper and cor-

roborated and updated with a fellow researcher after the events, and the press articles 

were digitally parsed and then selected based on relevance. Data analysis (Eisen-

hardt’s step 5) was conducted using a thematic analysis process [42]. Thematic analy-

sis is a method for analysing qualitative data and follows a six-phase process from a) 

familiarizing with the data, b) generating initial codes, c) searching for themes and 

patterns, d) reviewing themes, e) defining and naming themes, and then f) writing up 

the report, which ties in with Eisenhardt’s steps 6-8 (shaping hypotheses, enfolding 

literature, reaching closure), but is shortened substantially herein for brevity reasons. 

2.1 Data & Findings 

The analysis of the material gathered using thematic analysis involves coding and 

distilling codes into themes and categories. Codes, categories, and themes were de-

rived deductively from theoretical or conceptual aspects [13] and arose inductively. 

I herein concentrate on findings of special relevance for the subsequent creation of 

the simulation model and point at [13] for much more details on the conceptual 

framework and a discussion of the findings in the light of it. Table 2 below over-

views key findings. 
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Table 2. Overview of findings (excerpt) 

Themes Finding/relevance Usage in/for ABM model  

Brokerage & 

network 

entry 

*Motivation for network membership: 

information and influence at early stage, 

careful selection of partners vs. followers 

*Part of decision-making function 

→ Agents as information source is 

key interest for newcomer agents 

→ differences in decision-making 

*Firms differ greatly in their size, age 

(incumbent vs startup), and resources 

*Agent are heterogenous in these 

three properties 

*Larger firms are strategically member 

of both alliances (initially) 

*Agents can have multiple mem-

berships 

   

Alliance 

activities 

*Network is growing in members *Entry of new agents over time 

*Increasing number of relations 
*Agents require a defined capacity 

for connections 

*Duration of connections tend to be 

long-term 

*Tie duration as an important tie 

property to model 

   

Closure, 

steering & 

control 

*Founding firms matter in connecting 

others 

*Some agents are alliance “found-

ers” and central connection hubs 

for others in/directly 

*Regular activities such as conferences, 

collaborative workshops 

*Agents cooperate for certain 

durations of time and periodically 

 
*Firms engage in alliance internal activi-

ties and connect (mostly) within 

*Networks become denser over 

time  

   

Fragmenta-

tion (induc-

tive) 

*Firms know of issues deriving from 

technical fragmentation, they seek tech-

nical measures to avoid it 

*Agents are committing to a 

group and solution long-term 

   

Lock-in/Exit 

*Some agents commit fully to their 

network, stabilising the industry 

*Agents become stable alliance 

members after a certain time 

*Some firms leave their networks or the 

industry/become absorbed by others 

*Agents need a possibility of 

leaving the network, and the simu-

lation run 

*With important firms leaving, an alli-

ance ceases to exist 

*Alliances exist (membership as 

individual agent property) and can 

cease to exist 

 

As overall indications for the subsequent model creation, we can derive that agents 

are of a rather diverse nature (size, age, and firms’ resources vary greatly) ranging 

from 2-person startups to incumbent global giants with tens of thousands of members. 

They have similar interests in connecting to advance and stabilise their technological 

developments, but they have heterogenous means of doing so (resources) and the 
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founding firms of the two industry alliances are the most important connection hubs 

for others to connect to and through since they broker heavily strategically.  

Furthermore, firms tend to commit relatively long-term, some seek to join several 

alliances (at least initially), but they tend to commit to only one later. It also became 

clear that after alliances have existed for a while, firms could no longer really exist 

without being a member of at least one of them, i.e. going alone ceased as a strategic 

option – due to previous commitments, investment and interactions they became 

trapped in their own network. Firms that became disconnected for a time either 

switched alliance, or had strong difficulties in sustaining their businesses, and some 

even perished, especially when other resource-providing members left an alliance.  

Agents exiting their alliance, or the simulation altogether, i.e. the number of agents 

not remaining constant [31], is thus one important feature. While some firms clearly 

became locked-in to their networks, it remained unclear how long these processes 

took relative to the existence of the alliances and also the overall network. Additional-

ly, agents decision-making models seem to differ since the observation and interview 

data indicate that some firms (e.g. the hub firms) were very strategic in selecting their 

network partners while especially some of the smaller firms indicated they would just 

have to join any alliance in in order to survive the new industry developments. 

3 Modelling implementation & findings 

When building the SimPioN [43] agent-based model in NetLogo [44] subsequent 

to the qualitative data analysis, it became clear that many implementation choices 

would need to be informed by the qualitative approach and that many of the extant 

models or their implementations of network(ing) dynamics (e.g. [45]–[49]could not 

easily be adapted. Hence, SimPioN was created from the ground up and includes the 

entities: agents, their links, and alliances as the membership in agents’ characteristics. 

See Fig. 2 for an overview of the entities and their characteristics. During a simula-

tion run, at every step of the model, agents follow the following processes:  

Agents consider other agents, their alters (with some limits in their overall percep-

tion, and the depth with which they can see into their network, i.e. network path 

length); they then calculate the attractiveness of the perceived alters for connecting as 

part of a matching function (building an internal list of partners, depending on their 

strategy, i.e. decision model); if agents are on each other’s lists, then can then decide 

to connect, as depicted in Fig. 3 below.  

In their decision-making for connecting, agents follow one of three (set via exper-

imental conditions) strategies: optimise, i.e. seek to connect starting at the top of their 

ranked list; satisfice, i.e. select from an non-ranked list all alters that fulfil a minimum 

threshold level of attractiveness; or despairing, i.e. select random options without 

considering any assessment of the alters.  

Alter agent’s attractiveness is calculated as a score composed of 3 individual char-

acteristics of alters (age, size, resources) and 4 network characteristics (degree cen-

trality, betweenness centrality, familiarity from past connections, alliance member-

ship). The characteristics are not assessed in absolute terms, but always in relation to 
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a connection-seeking agent’s own characteristics. Agents can furthermore have pref-

erences in their criteria and weigh individual characteristics, network characteristics, 

or both. For details and foundational assumptions incl. ODD+D, please see [13], [43]. 

 

 

Fig. 2. SimPioN, class diagram with state variables. 

 

Fig. 3. SimPioN, process diagram. 

 

Having experimented extensively with SimPioN in 3 main experiments (168 de-

sign points, with 42,000 total runs, and a total of 10,500,000 repetitions) I briefly 

summarise important findings of the simulation to the extent that they inform our 
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discussion of grounding ABMs of network dynamics in qualitative case study data 

and to enable the subsequent discussion of what these empirical findings meant for 

the simulation design and experimental outcomes. 

 

A) The diversity of decision-making strategies matters greatly for model outcomes. 

Agents with optimising strategies were less likely to lock-in and took longer to do so, 

based on their more intense consideration of alters. Satisficing agent scenarios locked-

in more often, and faster, and produced the highest network densities. Despairing 

agent scenarios, unsurprisingly, locking-in at similar rates and even faster. 

B) The agent characteristic ‘firm size’ is used as a summary approximation, seek-

ing to capture overall firm qualities but also the resources that define how much ca-

pacity a firm has for engaging in networking. This variable thus turned out to be the 

most influential individual characteristic for agents to become locked in, also in terms 

of the resulting network densities. 

C) For scenarios in which agents consider their alters’ network characteristics most 

important (i.e. have preferences for these), simulation runs stabilise to high degree 

and with high resulting network densities. Interestingly, the near-randomness of 

choosing connection partners for despairing agents revealed longer run durations 

before lock-in than for optimising of satisficing agent scenarios.  

D) Initial conditions such as existing historical connections within alliances before 

the beginning of a run locked in almost always, and nearly immediately, indicating a 

very strong effect of history in the network and agents’ inability to break with histori-

cally existing structures. 

E) Agents without connections exit the simulation in considerable numbers and not 

all initialised alliances survived all runs beyond some few remaining agents, especial-

ly in satisficing scenarios. Maximising agent scenarios showed the highest tendencies 

for agents to exit and alliances to cease existing which is based on agents seeking to 

optimise in the face of little choice and thus becoming disconnected for too long.  

4 Discussion & Reflection 

Overall, the simulation results indicate strong consequences of the implementation 

and initialisation choices regarding the agents’ decision-making rationale [50] and 

their preferences when assessing other agents. In my review of the network literature 

prior to the case study and the modelling, decision-making rationales and preferences 

for connecting with others were not part of the extant debate. While such aspects 

might have been approached indirectly in discussions of e.g. homophily in social 

networks [51], such characteristics of decision-making are not at present part of the 

study of interorganisational networks – an aspect which I very much encourage dis-

cussion of. Interviewees and observation data pointed towards some organisations 

actually seeking to forge connections rather strategically (optimising) whilst other 

were happy to go along with any alliance (despairing) so long as they were part of any 

alliance to not suffer from isolation in the market. 
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Firm sizes had been indicated to be a factor in agent’s networking decisions [52] 

but the empirical data revealed just how the agents react to this information. Firms 

participating in the industry events were clear that larger industry players held the 

ability, not only to broker connections between alliance members but also to hold 

many networks connections themselves so as to increase cohesion and steering in the 

alliance. 

Agents perceiving (some) network characteristics of their alters is additionally a 

new ingredient in the decision-making processes of simulated networking agents. The 

homophily debate on social network often centres on subjects assessing similari-

ties/differences in economic and or personality variables of their alters before seeking 

to connect. There has been a discussion following Granovetter’s seminal work on the 

fruitfulness of “weak ties” [53], indicating that subjects might assess alters’ network 

position to e.g. identify brokers [5], [7], [54]–[57], so they connect to well-connected 

alters to gain access to their network resources. However, the strategic usage of this 

kind of network variable by organisations was not only previously theorised [13] but 

also clearly voiced during the observation part of the study.  

As empirical subjects pointed out, there is, of course, no tabula rasa starting condi-

tion to interorganisational networks. Certain connections existed historically, and it 

was clear to informants that these were important. However, it remained conceptually 

unclear how exactly the networks and their dynamics would be affected by such his-

torical connections. Based on the simulations, we can learn that they have a strong 

stabilising effect leading to fast and dense lock-ins, especially when agents prefer to 

assess their alters’ network characteristics rather than their individual ones.  

Agents exiting was in principle not surprising given the empirical data on e.g. the 

meagre survival rates of startups. However, empirical subjects shared their perception 

that “going it alone” would not be possible in the situation of strong competing alli-

ances and that they would rather prefer to be member of any (random) alliance rather 

than none. Modelling agent network exit and even demise in that manner revealed 

how such a possibility should be an important feature of network simulation models.  

 

In summary, we can conclude that using qualitative case studies may be useful for 

creating levels of ontological correspondence [58] suitable for enabling the modelling 

of abstract social mechanisms. Using a qualitative grounding for a model incorporat-

ing emergent network dynamics and structures can be beneficial, specifically for de-

signing the (herein three) decision-making models of agents that generate such struc-

tures in the first place. Of course, not only are modelling choices and implementation 

of utmost importance but also the selection and application of the qualitative methods 

used – herein case study with press, interview and observation data, and thematic data 

analysis – matter greatly. Qualitative research methods come with their own challeng-

es, and while their use is generally beneficial and accepted, it behoves us social simu-

lation researchers to reflect on options, choices, and application.  
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